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Agenda

• Roll call

  • Project Update (Shane Coughlan)

• Specification (Mark Gisi)

  • Conformance (Miriam Ballhausen)

• Curriculum (Alexios Zavros)
Project Update

• Translations

• Conformant organizations
Specification

- Specification Translation Status
  - Translations Completed
    - Japanese (Kunai Takashi & team)
    - Portuguese (Bill Weinberg & team)
  - In progress
    - Chinese, French, German, Italian, Korean, Polish, Spanish (nearly done).
- Translation Checklist
  - https://wiki.linuxfoundation.org/openchain/spec-translations#translation-checklist
- Specification feedback
- Common method for packaging and delivering compliance artifacts
  - notices, source, bill of materials, SPDX data, scan results, crypto data, ...
Curriculum

• Current contents
  • Training Slides
  • Checklists
  • Flowcharts
• New content
  • Policies
  • [donations welcome!]

Ongoing and future work
• New formats
• Organization in combining modules, according to content
Thoughts?

Questions?